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Figure 1. Gangrenous elbow from a gunshot. 1865, Hare-
wood General Hospital, Washington, D.C. (Source: pho-
tograph by R.B. Bontecou. https://collections.nlm.nih.gov/
catalog/nlm:nlmuid-101573094-img)
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A R T I C L E S

Combating rotting flesh and putrid smells: 
the history of antisepsis from antiquity to 

the nineteenth century

Ursula Lang and Sabine Anagnostou

Abstract 
The consequences of serious infections, particularly rot-
ting flesh and putrid smells, have long presented physi-
cians with some of their greatest challenges . Whilst the 
effective treatment of infectious diseases had to wait 
until the advent of antibiotics, attempts to prevent in-
fection, and to alleviate some of their most obnoxious 
effects, have a long history . This article provides a brief 
overview of the history of antisepsis, from antiquity to 
the late nineteenth century . The products used pro-
gressed slowly from vinegars to stronger acids, hy-
pochlorite solutions, phenol and phenolic surrogates, as 
ideas about the causes of infection evolved until the 
eventual elucidation of germ theory . 

Zusammenfassung
Die Folgen schwerwiegender Infektionen, insbesondere 
faulende Fleischwunden von üblem Geruch, haben Ärz-
te lange Zeit mit einigen ihrer größten Herausforderun-
gen konfrontiert . Während die effektive Behandlung 
infektiöser Erkrankungen bis zur Einführung der 
 Antibiotika warten musste, haben Versuche Infektio-
nen zu verhindern und einige ihrer schlimmsten Aus-
wirkungen zu lindern eine lange Historie . Dieser Bei-
trag bringt eine kurze Übersicht über die Geschichte 
der Antiseptika von der Antike bis zum späten 19 . Jahr-
hundert . Die Mittel, die verwendet wurden, entwickel-
ten sich nach und nach von Essigen zu stärkeren Säu-
ren, Hypochlorit-Lösungen, Phenol und phenolischen 
Ersatzstoffen, als Vorstellungen über die Ursachen von 
Infektionen entstanden und schließlich die Keimtheo-
rie zur endgültigen Aufklärung führte .

Introduction 
Until very recently physicians had to settle on a diag-
nosis for a disease without the benefit of any modern 
medical devices . They had to use all their experience 
and all of their senses to confirm a particular illness, to 
assess its progress or regression, and to determine an 
adequate medical therapy . The word ‘diagnosis’ is de-
rived from the Greek word διάγνωσις and means ‘by 
exact cognizance’, or ‘having exact knowledge of ’ . Be-
fore any diagnosis of a disease can be established physi-
cians have always had to speak with the patient about 
the condition and to observe any symptoms . 

In addition, they have had to explore the medical 
history in detail, and carry out a detailed physical ex-
amination if necessary . Today, to ensure a complete and 
correct diagnosis, medical practitioners normally ar-
range further checks through laboratory, radiological 
or ultrasonic investigations before they instruct patients 
about required therapeutic interventions . Diagnostic 
procedures are now largely taken for granted . 

But in the past far greater emphasis was placed on 
pastiness, taste and smell, especially with regard to in-
fections . Even today doctors use their eyes and observe 
the patientś  appearance; they use their ears when aus-
cultating the lung with a stethoscope and their hands 
when palpating the abdomen . However, the taste and 
smell senses are now largely considered old-fashioned; 
sugar in the urine as an obligatory symptom for diabe-
tes mellitus is no longer detected by the tongue, but by 
diagnostic dipsticks; while infected wounds are catego-
rized as perilous by microbiological methods and not 
by their foul smell . 

In this article we trace the shifting mechanisms by 
which infection was identified, the gradual evolution of 
ideas about the causes of infection, and the emergence 
of agents to control rather than treat infection, from 
antiquity up to the late nineteenth century . Not until 
germs were identified as the cause of bad smells and 
gangrenous injuries could the fatal consequences of in-
fection be properly understood and controlled .
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Figure 2. Ancient Greek pottery: Achilles tending Patro-
clus wounded by an arrow, identified by inscriptions on 
the upper part of the vase. Tondo of an Attic red-figure 
kylix, ca. 500 BC. (Source: from Vulci. Berlin Antiken-
sammlung, Vase F 2278. https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Akhilleus_Patroklos_Antikensammlung_Ber-
lin_F2278.jpg)
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Antiquity: putrid smell as an indicator for septic dis-
eases
Physicians of former times had to have a vigilant olfac-
tory sense in order to recognize when the condition of 
a wound was becoming life-threatening . This was nec-
essary to prevent a rigorous intervention such as an am-
putation being performed as a last attempt to save a pa-
tient’s life . In times without any knowledge about 
bacteria, fungi and viruses it was a common phenom-
enon for wounds to become infected . 

People believed that the occurrence of pus bonum et 
laudabile (good and meritorious pus) was regular, and 
the effluence of ‘morbid humours’ was even a pre-con-
dition for initial healing . Pus was held to be a positive 
sign of self-healing . But when physicians failed to run 
the purulent wounds dry and the patient fevered in-
tensely, deteriorated and exuded a putrid smell, physi-
cians combated the heating and putrescence of the 
blood with cooling agents . These might be ingested in-
ternally as elixirs, or applied externally in the form of 
compresses . 

The Greek physician Hippocrates (about 460 to 
370 BC) taught in his book On Ulcers that a wound be-
came purulent as a result of hot and corrupted blood: 
‘a sore suppurates when the blood is changed and be-
comes heated; so that becoming putrid, it constitutes 
the pus of such ulcers’ . It can be observed that the words 
‘sepsis’ from the Greek word σῆψις (putrefaction) and 
‘septicaemia’ from the Greek word σήψαιμία (sēpsaimia, 
putrefaction of the blood) are still in use for a bacterae-
mia that often occurs with severe and febrile infections . 

Hippocrates described methods to fight the infec-
tion of wounds . He recommended ‘dry treatment of the 
surrounding parts of the wound with remedies which 
will prevent suppuration by being desiccant to a certain 
degree’ . For instance, he mentioned leaves of different 
trees, pomegranate, poley or myrrh, turpentine resin, 
honey, copper, silver, alum, sour juices, wine and, above 
all, vinegar .1 

Vinegar was classified as ‘cool and dry’ in the an-
cient humoral theory and was therefore used as an ap-
propriate remedy against feverous infection and suppu-
rating ulcers . Oxymel – prepared from vinegar and 
honey, sometimes percolated with supplementary herbs 
– played a prominent role as a remedy and potion . Oth-
erwise infected, red and overheated wounds were med-
icated with sponges or compresses soaked with vinegar 
or acetic herbal extracts, in order to cool engorged tis-
sue and to stop putrescence of wounds .2

Airs, waters and places as causes of infection 
In his work De Aere, Aquis et Locis (On Airs, Waters and 
Places) Hippocrates taught that seasons, temperature, 

direction of the wind, the position and quality of 
springs and waters and the humidity of the ground had 
a great influence on the state of health: 

But if the winter be dry and northerly, and the 
spring showery and southerly, the summer will nec-
essarily be of a febrile character, and give rise to oph-
thalmies and dysenteries . For when suffocating heat 
sets in all of a sudden, while the earth is moistened 
by the vernal showers, and by the south wind, the 
heat is necessarily doubled from the earth, which is 
thus soaked by rain and heated by a burning sun, 
while, at the same time, men’s bellies are not in an 
orderly state, nor the brain properly dried; for it is 
impossible, after such a spring, but that the body 
and its flesh must be loaded with humors, so that 
very acute fevers will attack all, but especially those 
of a phlegmatic constitution . Dysenteries are also 
likely to occur to women and those of a very humid 
temperament .3

Evaporations from marshy lowlands and swamp regions 
were believed to generate evil and moist air, the morbid 
miasma . Hippocrates supposed a causal relationship be-
tween bad environmental impacts and diseases . Cor-
rupt and septic airs, waters and places caused illness, 
fever and epidemics, especially when the four body hu-
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Figure 3. Hippocrates: On Airs, Waters and Situations 
(Source: 1734 book by Francis Clifton.
http://wellcomeimages.org/indexplus/image/L0041093.
html)
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mours (blood, phlegm, black bile and yellow bile) were 
out of balance .4 

Hence Hippocrates was looking for causes of fever, 
ophthalmic infections or dysenteries to get an indica-
tion for a subsequent therapy . By propagating natural 
reasons for sickness he established a new assumption . 
Until then supernatural theories were widely held and 
spread in the ancient world . Since divine or demonic 
influences had been thought to cause diseases and fe-
brile infections were seen as punishment for a crime, 
people tried to defend themselves by appeasing the an-
noyed gods with sacrifices and to banish or exorcise de-
mons . 

Beginning with Hippocrates people intended to se-
cure themselves against illness by adopting a well-bal-
anced mode of life and elaborating defence strategies 
against bad environmental influences . The burning of 
incense and aromatic wood – along with the sniffing at 
herbs, scented perfume balls and pomanders – was 
meant to clean corrupt air by means of ‘anti-miasmatic’ 
substances . Therefore antiseptic practices, including all 
those contributing to the prevention of infectious dis-
eases and which today are recognized as anti-bacterial 
procedures, have their origins in antiquity, with the 
search for means of dealing with both rotting flesh and 
putrid smells .

The Middle Ages: contagion as cause of infection
In the Middle Ages the ‘Black Death’ was a massive and 
deadly epidemic outbreak of the bubonic plague which 
spread across Europe between 1347 and 1352 . The 
plague was brought into Europe from the Asiatic 
Steppes where it had been endemic for a long time . It 
resulted in the loss of millions of peoples’ lives and a 
drastic reduction of population in the affected areas . 
Following this epidemic, Europeans experienced recur-
rent outbreaks of plague over the next four centuries . 
The humoral theory of miasma or corrupted air causing 
disease still remained in vogue . 

In cases of ‘pneumonic plague’ the disease was 
viewed with good cause as being so virulent that noth-
ing else was needed to spread the plague than the very 
breath of the infected . As already seen in antiquity, 
prescriptions for prevention of the plague included the 
regulation of diet to maintain the humoral balance, 
as well as the burning of aromatic herbs, which was 
often carried out in public squares to cleanse the air . 
Other approaches regarding the treatment of the 
plague advocated keeping the mouth covered, and the 
sniffing at aromatic herbal preparations while in pub-
lic places . 

At the end of the Middle Ages people were afflicted 
by syphilis as a new epidemic disease . By that time the 
Italian humanist physician and poet Girolamo Fracas-
toro (1478-1553) proposed in 1546 a material cause for 
contagious and epidemic diseases in his books De Con-
tagione et contagiosis morbis et eorum curatione, libri III 
(‘Three books on Contagion and Contagious Diseases 
and Their Cure’) . Tiny imperceptible particles, which 
he called seminaria morbis, were assumed to spread the 
infection . The suggested seeds were transmitted either 
by direct contact of an infected person with another 
person, or by an intermediate object such as clothing, 
or by contagious particles which were carried by air of-
ten over long distances . A forty-day period was intro-
duced as quarantina di giorni by authorities, forcing 
ships from infected places to stay in the harbour before 
unloading their goods .5 

Since plague victims were thought to exhale and 
excrete seminaria morbis and to transmit the contagion 
to other persons by direct contact they were strictly iso-
lated . Possessions of plague victims were destroyed after 
their death . Medieval doctors used special clothes to 
protect themselves against the contagion and did not 
directly touch sick persons . The physicians avoided in-
haling ‘poisoned air’ with the help of a beak-shaped 
facemask equipped with herbs or vinegar-soaked spong-
es . People sniffed at flavoured and aromatized prepara-
tions like scented perfume balls and pomanders or at 
rose vinegar filled in perforated boxes .6 
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Figure 5. The Company of Undertakers, or a Consulta-
tion of Physicians, 1736 by William Hogarth (Source: 
http://wellcomeimages.org/indexplus/image/M0011548.
html) 

Figure 4. Protective mask against the plague (Source: 
Deutsches Medizinhistorisches Museum Ingolstadt, Inv.-
Nr. 02/222. (Source: photo: Michael Kowalski)
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The early modern period: corruption as cause of in-
fection 
The English court physician George Bates (1608-1668) 
specified acetum pestilentiale, prepared with roots from 
angelica, juniper berries and rue, as a remedy ‘pro suf-
fitu, et oris collutione, grassante peste’ in the Pharma-
copoeia Bateana .7 Therefore vinegar, enriched with es-
sential oil from different drugs, was used for fumigating 
the mephitic air and for purging the buccal cavity to 
keep the pestilential contagion from penetrating the 
body .

In 1720 Richard Mead (1673-1754), a leading Eng-
lish physician, summarized the knowledge of his age 
about the causes and the prevention of the plague in the 
compendium A short Discourse Concerning Pestilential 
Contagion and the Methods to be used to Prevent it . Mead 
regarded miasma, contagion and, above all, ‘corruption’ 
as causes for the plague . Likewise, in antiquity and the 
Middle Ages, the most important strategy remained the 
prevention of infection, because in most cases curing 
the plague was impossible . Hence Mead advised the 
isolation of sick people, avoiding the use of goods like 
cotton and wool from infected places, and the burning 
of clothes, feather pillows and other possessions from 
plague victims, since the ‘cloaths of the sick harbour the 
very quintessence of contagion’ . 

Moreover, Mead advised people also to keep dead 
bodies cool until burial, because the decomposition of 
carcasses deteriorated the air: ‘A corrupted State of Air 
is without doubt necessary to give these Contagious At-
oms their full Force’ . With reference to Arabic medi-
cine, Mead recommended the cleaning of houses with 
cooling agents like water and vinegar . He declared: 
‘Nastiness is a great source of infection, so cleanliness 
is the greatest Preservative’ . 

Mead also recalled the advice of Arabian physicians 
on the repeated use of acid fruits such as pomegranates 
and lemons, and also the use of vinegar as a preserva-
tive against contagious diseases . Wine vinegar, he said, 
should be rendered with aromatic herbs like ‘Gentian 
Root, Galangal, Zedoary and Juniper Berries’ . These 
ingredients should ‘correct the vinegar’ and ‘take off ill 
effects upon the stomach’ .8

Apparently, people followed these hygienic practic-
es with vinegar against rot and corruption as source of 
infection . Aromatized vinegars like the acetum antisep-
ticum, vulgo des quatre voleurs (‘vinegar of the four 
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thieves’) evolved to become very popular remedies of 
that time . People not only sniffed at it and vaporized it 
to improve corrupt air and to keep off the plague or 
other febrile epidemics, but also washed their hands 
and mouth with it .9 Doctors sometimes used their ‘phy-
sician’s cane’ with a perforated head as ‘vinaigrette’ or 
‘pomander stick’ . They also sprayed ‘Four Thieves Vin-
egar’ around themselves as they travelled and on their 
clothes to protect themselves against infection .10 

The eighteenth century: the measurement of anti-
septic power 
In 1752 the Scottish physician Sir John Pringle (1707-
1782), the so-called ‘father of military hygiene,’ edited 
a textbook entitled Observations on the Diseases of the 
Army. Pringle identified the crowded army camps and 
hospitals as a major cause of sickness and began to think 
in terms of septic and antiseptic . He depicted the im-
portance of adequate latrines and proper drainage to 
stop the ‘septic odors’ caused by fouling of the ground 
where hundreds of soldiers lived together under poor 
conditions and got sick . Between 1750 and 1752 he had 
communicated in six meetings about his Experiments 
upon septic and antiseptic substances, with remarks relating 
to their use in the theory of medicine to the Royal Society .11 

The report about Experiments upon septic and anti-
septic substances was edited as an appendix in the above-
mentioned book Observations on the Diseases of the 
Army . Using methodical experiments Pringle examined 
the effectiveness of different substances against corrup-
tion of flesh . Pringle defined a certain amount of sea 
salt in water as standard and control in comparison 
with the substances he wanted to examine . Pringle hy-
pothesized that materials that could measurably decel-
erate or stop the putrefaction of flesh longer than sea 
salt solution were anti-septic and could prevent infec-
tious diseases caused by putrefactive or septic factors . 

Pringle tested different materials, salts and infu-
sions of herbs that he brought in direct contact with 
standardized pieces of flesh in water . He noted that resi-
nous substances like myrrh, and particularly camphor 
and herbal infusions from Virginian snake-root, Chamo-
mile flowers, roots of wild Valerian and Jesuit’s bark, 
had demonstrated great ‘balsamic virtue’ and showed 
better antiseptic power than neutral salts . He noted that 
‘acids themselves were amongst the most powerful an-
tiseptics, and that the alkaline salts were likewise of that 
class’ while mixtures of acids and alkalis diminished 
the antiseptic virtue . Considering the chemical reaction 
of neutralization this phenomenon is not surprising . In 
Pringle’s ‘Table of the comparative power of salts in re-
sisting the putrefaction’ Borax, for instance, was 12 
times and Alum 30 times as effective as sea salt .12 

It may be due to Pringle’s experiments that in the 
year 1758 the original name for the ‘vinegar of the four 
thieves’, acetum prophylacticum vulgo des quatre voleurs 
– which contained aromatic herbs and camphor – was 
changed to acetum anti-septicum vulgo des quatre vole-
urs . The importance and popularity of this formulation 
can be seen through its rapid appearance in European 
dispensaries . It was published in 1774 in the Pharma-
copoea Austriaco-Provincialis as acetum antisepticum seu 
cardiacum with the annotation ‘Gallis vinaigre des qua-
tre voleurs dictum’ .

Figure 6. Acetum Antisepticum. Pharmacopoea Austria-
co-Provincialis, Vienna, 1774, p.113. 

Muriatic acid gas and the neutralizing of ammonia-
cal air
Fifteen years later, in 1789, aceto antisettico ditto volgar-
mente dei Quattro ladri attained recognition by inclu-
sion in the Italian Ricettario Fiorentino . Thereafter ace-
tum aromaticum was admitted to almost all the 
European dispensatories and gained great popularity as 
a preventive agent against epidemics in the nineteenth 
century . Hence acetic acid as an organic acid and as the 
active agent of vinegar can be assessed as one of the old-
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est naturally occurring microbicide agents used in com-
bating infectious diseases . Futhermore, people added 
toilet vinegars with flowery scents to washing water for 
personal hygiene practice .13

John Pringle remained committed to the humoral 
pathology concept, trying to find anti-septic remedies 
against the assumed septic substances causing feverish 
disease and epidemics . Nonetheless, Pringle’s use of the 
olfactory sense as an indicator of infection, as well as 
his way of gaining knowledge by methodical experi-
ments and by drawing conclusions, can be interpreted 
as an important contribution in the implementation of 
antiseptic substances .

Rotting organic matter produced foul-smelling va-
pours with sulfides, methane and ammonia gas . The 
ammonia-rich smell from latrines, sewers, burial 
grounds and tombs was held to be a dangerous source 
of infection . Experiments to eliminate this nauseous 
smell were further important steps in the search for 
both agents capable of removing foul smells (fumigants) 
and antiseptic substances respectively .14 

In the early years of the age of chemical science, 
foetid vapours had to be destroyed by chemical means . 
In 1773 the French chemist Guyton de Mourveau 
(1737-1816) introduced mineral acid as a fumigant to 
clean and neutralize the air from septic and ammonia-
cal substances, for instance with volatilized muriatic 
acid gas (hydrochloric acid) generated by means of the 
reaction of sodium chloride and sulphuric acid for fu-
migation against the unbearable odour of decaying 
corpses and for deactivating contaminated air .15

From mortuary to cure: chloride of lime 
The French chemist Claude Louis Berthollet (1748-
1822) recognized the value of chemical theory in the 
enhancement of industrial processes and carried out 
research into dyes and bleaching, being the first to in-
troduce the use of chlorine . He produced a bleaching 
liquid in his laboratory in Javelle (now Javel) near Par-
is by passing chlorine gas through a solution of potas-
sium carbonate . The resulting liquid known as Eau de 
Javelle was a solution of potassium hypochlorite .16

In the 1820s, the Société d’Encouragement pour 
l’Industrie nationale offered an award of 1,500 Francs 
for anyone who could develop a non-hazardous method 
to prepare animal guts (for example, for musical strings) 
without the usual putrid smell: 

Trouver un procédé chimique ou mécanique pour 
enlever la membrane muqueuse des intestins traités 
dans les boyauteries, sans employer la macération et 
en s’opposant à la putréfaction . Décrire la manière 
de préparer les boyaux par insufflations .17 

The French pharmacist Antoine Germain Labarraque 
(1777-1850) took part in the search and won the award . 
He had executed experiments with already known 
bleaching agents and discovered that potassium hy-
pochlorite and calcium hypochlorite (chlorinated lime) 
– which was produced as a solid bleaching powder by 
the Scottish factory owner Charles Tennant (1768-
1838) – had the desired effect . Furthermore, sodium 
hypochlorite was shown to have excellent anti-fouling 
properties . 

The preservation of bodily parts without corruption 
and pestilent stench was not only a hygienic require-
ment in gut factories but also essential for the preserva-
tion of corpses . Consequently Labarraqué s solution pre-
pared from sodium as well as from calcium hypochlorite 
offered a very good anti-putrid effect . It was poured 
over the shrouds of the dead in the mortuaries to avoid 
corruption until burial . Moreover, it was also used by 
physicians in dissection and anatomic examinations in 
forensic medicine .18 

Even though treatment with alkaline hypochlorite 
solutions was probably painful and irritated the skin, 

Figure 7. Fumigation apparatus for use on ships, impreg-
nating the air, 1806. 
(Source: http://wellcomeimages.org/indexplus/image/
L0038431.html) 
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diluted calcaria chlorata or calx chlorinata was used 
some years later also in England, Scotland and Ireland 
as a remedy against ‘gangrenous and foul ulcers’ .19 In 
1839 the English physician Robley Dunglison (1798-
1869) who had moved to America in 1824 to take a 
professorship in medicine reported about calcis chlori-
dum (known alternatively as chloride of lime or 
Tennant ś Bleaching Powder) as a new remedy, with 
cross referencing to its medical use in other countries 
and by other physicians . He illustrated in detail its ex-
ternal application against bad smelling ulcers: 

In this way we found the profuse ichorous secretion 
from old ulcers diminish, the offensive odour abate, 
and fresh and healthy granulations spring up . By the 
same kind of treatment, phagedenic, herpetic, and 
scrofulous ulcers generally cicatrized speedily and 
permanently .20

Dunglison described different preparations such as ‘Col-
lutorium Calcis Chloridi’, ‘Cataplasma Calcis Chloridi’, 
‘Linimentum Calcis Chloridi’ amongst others . 

Infection in pregnancy: cadaverous particles
The Hungarian physician Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis 
(1818-1865) started to work as an obstetrician in Vien-
na in 1846 . The high mortality rate because of puer-
peral fever in one of the two maternity clinics where 
Semmelweis and other physicians and students prac-
tised was known and feared by the pregnant women . 
The women sought to give birth in the other maternity 
clinic where midwives worked and the mortality rate 

was considerably lower . After the death of his friend 
and colleague Jakob Kolletschka (1803-1847) Semmel-
weis became aware that Kolletschka’s autopsy report 
specified a pathology similar to that of women who had 
died from puerperal fever . Kolletschka had been acci-
dentally wounded with a student’s scalpel while per-
forming a post-mortem examination . 

Autopsies of deceased women, often conducted be-
fore the examination of delivering women, were a rou-
tine exercise for physicians and students, but were not 
practised by midwives . Hence Semmelweis proposed a 
connection between ‘cadaveric contamination’ and pu-
erperal fever and concluded that he and the medical stu-
dents carried ‘cadaveric particles’ on their hands from 
the autopsy room directly to the pregnant or delivering 
maternity patients they examined: ‘Ordinary washing 
with soap is not sufficient to remove all adhering cadav-
erous particles . This is proven by the cadaverous smell 
that the hands retain for a longer or shorter time .’ 

He assumed the resorption of cadaverous particles 
and their introduction into the vascular system, and 
predicted that the incidence of puerperal fever could be 
drastically reduced by washing one’s hands with ‘chlo-
rine liquida’ or solutions from ‘chlorinated lime’: 

Then if those particles are destroyed chemically, so 
that in examinations patients are touched by fingers 
but not by cadaverous particles, the disease must be 
reduced .21

Labarraque’s discoveries were essential foundations for 
Semmelweis’s theory and his introduction of hand hy-
giene practices with calcaria chlorata in 1847. However, 

Figure 8. Morgue de Paris, People visiting the morgue in 
Paris to view the cadavers. 1820s (Source: Lithograph by 
A. Boblet after Courtrin, Wellcome Library London. 
https://wellcomeimages.org/indexplus/image/L0042495.
html) 

Figure 9. Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis, 1818-1865 (Source: 
Semmelweis: Defender of Motherhood, in ‘A History of 
Medicine’. Collection of the University of Michigan 
Health System, Gift of Pfizer Inc., UMHS.26. Artist: 
Robert Thom, ca. 1952) 
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they have to be viewed rather as an empirical finding 
than a substantial contribution to medical progress . In-
deed, he could demonstrate the effectiveness of his 
method by compiling statistics, but he was not able to 
give evidence about or even to precisely define the na-
ture of his assumed disease-causing ‘cadaverous parti-
cles’ . At that time the germ theory of infection had not 
been developed and Semmelweis’s ideas were contrary 
to medical practices . Last but not least, physicians re-
fused to adopt the fatal and deathly connection be-
tween their activities in autopsies and obstetrical ex-
aminations .22 

From anatomy to cure: aluminium acetate 
A further chemical compound which was originally 
used for preservation of anatomical preparations and 
corpses eventually led to the implementation of an an-
tiseptic substance which remains in medical use today . 
The French chemist Jean Nicolas Gannal (1791-1852) 
was intensively engaged in the search for non-hazardous 
antiseptic substances to significantly delay the decom-
position of dead animals or humans . 

He experimented with different chemical com-
pounds and discovered the value of astringent salts alu-
minum chloride and aluminum acetate for the non-
hazardous and effective preservation of corpses in 1835 . 
He demonstrated that corpses could be prevented from 
decaying by injecting solutions of aluminium salts into 
one of the carotid arteries . Acetate and chloride of alu-
minium preserved the dead body with better results and 
greater economy than other methods like conservation 
with acids, alcohol or arsenic compounds .23

In 1857 the German surgeon Carl August [Hein-
rich] Burow (1809-1874) referred for the first time to 
the antiseptic and astringent properties of aluminium 
acetate solution in the treatment of foul smelling ulcers 
and other dermatologic diseases . He irrigated and deo-
dorized putrid wounds with favourable results after he 
had learned from a friend working at a sugar factory 
that aluminium acetate destroyed the putrid odour of 
fouling blood that occasionally was used for clearing 
the sugar juice in the manufacturing process of extract-
ing sugar from beets . Burow observed not only the de-
crease of putrid smell but also a notable recovery of the 
suppurating ulcers . In addition he reported the promis-
ing application of aluminum acetate solution in other 
dermatological problems such as mycosis and hyperhi-
drosis .24 

Variations of aluminium acetate solution (subse-
quently named Liquor Burowi) remain as elements of 
many dispensatories and pharmacopoeias today . In 
Germany the use of the water soluble and solid salt, al-
uminium acetate-tartrate, continues to increase . This 

substance was invented and patented in 1883 by the 
pharmacist Julius Athenstaedt (1842-1914) . Athenstae-
dt’s brand Alsol (Aluminium-acetico-tartaricum) re-
placed aluminium acetate solution in German dispen-
saries .25 By contrast, a 13% aluminium acetate solution 
remained in the British Pharmacopoeia (BP), and a 5% 
aluminium acetate solution is still to be found in the 
United States Pharmacopeia (USP) . 

Solutions made from aluminium acetate or alumin-
ium diacetate (basic aluminium acetate) are often de-
noted as ‘Burow’s Solution’, and are still used today 
topically for the rinsing of wounds or for the wetting of 
compresses . Although they use different concentra-
tions, Burow ś solution is also used in countries such as 
Japan and South Africa, for instance in the treatment 
of chronic ear infections often caused by pathogenic 
and multi-drug resistant micro-organisms . In some Eu-
ropean countries including the Netherlands, Switzer-
land and Germany, aqueous preparations from the sol-
id substance aluminium acetate-tartrate in different 
concentrations are applied . It has been found to be ef-
fective in vitro against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escher-
ichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus in concentrations of 
between 1 .25 and 2 .5% .26

Figure 10. Glass container for Liquor Alumin. Acet., ear-
ly 19th century (Source: Deutsches Apotheken-Museum, 
Heidelberg (Inv.-Nr. II A 1074. Photograph by C. Sachße) 
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Figure 11. Operation performed with antiseptic precau-
tions, using Lister carbolic spray 
(Source: https://collections.nlm.nih.gov/catalog/
nlm:nlmuid-101436320-img) 
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Mid-nineteenth century: carbolic acid and salicylic 
acid
Burow struggled hard for acceptance of his incidental 
discovery, and often referred to his experience and 
clearly demonstrated success in the practice of surgery . 
But in 1857 he still had no plausible theory or explana-
tion for the effect of aluminium acetate solution on sep-
tic processes . In contrast the British surgeon Joseph Lis-
ter (1827-1912) introduced, some years later, carbolic 
acid (phenol) in impregnated bandages, which led to a 
significant reduction in post-operative infection after 
he had become aware of scientific papers published by 
the French chemist Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) and 
could present a scientific theory . Pasteur had demon-
strated that fermentation and putrefaction were caused 
by minute vital organisms suspended in air .27

On 21 September 1867 Lister published a paper in 
the British Medical Journal in which he described car-
bolic acid as an antiseptic substance in its modern 
meaning as a microbicide agent: 

The material which I have employed is carbolic or 
phenic acid, a volatile organic compound which ap-
pears to exercise a peculiarly destructive influence 
upon low forms of life, and hence is the most pow-
erful antiseptic with which we are at present ac-
quainted . […] . In conducting the treatment, the 
first object must be the destruction of any septic 
germs which may have been introduced into the 
wound, either at the moment of the accident or dur-
ing the time which has since elapsed .28

He advocated use of a multilayer ‘anti-fermentative’ 
dressing as an airtight enclosure for wounds . The car-
bolized gauze especially should, he suggested, prevent 
the entrance of ‘septic germs’ into wounds . Further-
more, Lister atomized carbolic acid (phenol) during 
surgery to prevent the ‘fermentation process’ in wounds 
caused by airborne micro-organisms . However, physi-
cians soon discovered that Lister’s carbolic acid-soaked 
bandage was toxic when used on extensive wounds, and 
they began to look for similarly effective antiseptic – 
but more biocompatible – substitutes for soaking band-
aging materials and for serving as antiseptic sprays 
while performing an operation .

The German surgeon Carl Thiersch (1822-1895) 
had used cotton wool with salicylic acid as a substitute 
for carbolic acid gauze already in 1874 . The chemist 
Hermann Kolbe (1818-1884), who had found a method 
to synthesize salicylic acid from carbolic acid and car-
bon dioxide, had postulated that salicylic acid would 
destroy micro-organisms by decomposition and release 
of carbolic acid . Although this is not correct, salicylic 
acid (also known as ortho- or 2-hydroxybenzoic acid) 
itself has microbicidal effects .29 

Late nineteenth century: germ theory 
In the end, it was the germ theory of disease that pro-
voked a paradigm shift in the introduction of antiseptic 
agents and aseptic methods like the sterilization of ma-
terials and instruments . Germ theory was developed 
through scientific work by the French chemist Louis 
Pasteur, as well as by the German physician Robert 
Koch (1843-1910) . Although today medical bacteriol-
ogy is based on the admirable work of these two found-
ers of microbiology, they were in practice grim rivals .30

In 1915 the English chemist Henry Drysdale Dak-
in (1880-1952) reported on a sodium hypochlorite so-
lution which he had neutralized with boric acid to avoid 

Figure 12. Carrel-Dakin apparatus (Source: Science Mu-
seum, London) 
(Source: https://www.scienceandsociety.co.uk/results.
asp?image=10693225)
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the ‘irritating action of free caustic alkali’ . Further-
more, he referred to aromatic chloramines as Chlora-
mine T (tosylchloramide natrium) as organic N-chlo-
rinated compound . Dakin offered his services as a 
chemist during the First World War (1914-1918) to pro-
vide wounded soldiers with antiseptics . 

In collaboration with the French surgeon Alexis 
Carrel (1873-1944) the ‘Carrel-Dakin method’ of 
wound treatment was generated, which consisted of fre-
quent and intermittent irrigation of wounds with ‘Dak-
in’s solution’ . This solution was a highly diluted liquid 
made from sodium hypochlorite and boric acid, and 
had to be prepared freshly on demand because it was 
unstable and deteriorated within a short time .31

Conclusion
With the beginning of the age of microbiology, sub-
stances were described as antiseptic when they could 
reduce or stop the reproduction of micro-organisms . 
New aseptic procedures as well as different sterilization 
methods had to demonstrate their ability to either pre-
vent access to or kill micro-organisms . 

It seems that the olfactory sense was of very great 
assistance in the search for – and successful implemen-
tation of – antiseptic substances . Very old antiseptic 
remedies are preparations of vinegar with the active 
substance acetic acid . Even today the WHO model list 
of essential medicines presents a 2% solution of acetic 
acid in alcohol as a suitable medicine for the treatment 
of ear infections .32 

Chlorinated lime was used as a disinfectant for wa-
ter treatment until recently, and N-chloramines are still 
in use for the treatment of leg ulcers . It liberates small 
amounts of hypochlorite in water, is only slightly basic, 
and therefore substantially more biocompatible than 
solutions made from chlorinated lime .33

Nowadays Burow’s solution – made from aluminium 
acetate-tartrate – is mostly used as an effective antisep-
tic ototopic preparation, especially in chronic ear infec-
tions caused by multi-drug resistant micro-organisms . 
The microbicide activity results not only from the alu-
minium ions but probably mainly from the acid pH 
value caused by the acetic acid content . So it would be 
desirable to standardize the acidity of solutions for 
medical use . 

Joseph Lister introduced carbolic acid originally as 
a substance to destroy ‘septic germs’ in the air, which 
he thought were responsible for causing suppuration of 
wounds . Salicylic acid was expected to be a less toxic 
prodrug and effective surrogate for carbolic acid . In fact 
it has good antibacterial and antifungal activity as or-
tho-hydroxybenzoic acid at a low pH-value respective-
ly when it is predominantly undissociated .34 

In the present era of increasing bacterial resistance 
against antibiotics, non-antibiotic antiseptics of the 
past may perhaps be able to provide a back-up for local 
treatment of infection . Of course, clinical trials will 
first be necessary to prove their effectiveness and to ex-
clude any undesirable side effects .
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Pharmacists at the Court Pharmacy in 
Mannheim, Germany, 1721-2017

Georg A Petroianu

Abstract
The Court Pharmacy in Mannheim was established by 
a decree signed by the Elector Palatine, Carl Philipp, in 
1721 . It was not the first pharmacy to be established in 
Mannheim, but with the relocation of the Court from 
Heidelberg to Mannheim it became one of the most 
prestigious . While the names of the pharmacists that 
owned the pharmacy are well known, little is known 
about most of them . Building on the earlier work of 
Walter Donat and Wolfgang Caesar, this article sheds 
further light on the life, families, entourage and social 
connections of the pharmacists associated with this re-
nowned pharmacy . 

Zusammenfassung
Die Hofapotheke in Mannheim wurde per Dekret er-
richtet, unterzeichnet vom Pfälzischen Kurfürst Karl 
Philipp im Jahre 1721 . Es war nicht die erste Apotheke 
in Mannheim, wurde jedoch eine der angesehensten 
Apotheken, nachdem der Kurfürst seine Residenz nach 
Mannheim verlegt hatte . Die Namen der Besitzer der 
Apotheke sind wohlbekannt; über ihr Leben weiß man 
jedoch wenig . Aufbauend auf den Arbeiten von Walter 
Donat und Wolfgang Caesar, beleuchtet dieser Artikel 
das Leben, die Familien und Umfeld sowie die Verbin-
dungen der Apotheker, die mit dieser angesehenen 
Apotheke in Zusammenhang stehen .

Introduction
The County Palatine of the Rhine (later the Electorate 
of the Palatinate or simply Electoral Palatinate) was a 
historical territory of the Holy Roman Empire . It was 
originally a palatinate administered by a count palatine . 
Its rulers, known as Electors of the Palatinate or Elec-
tors Palatine, served as prince-electors . The territory 
was highly fragmented and stretched from the left bank 
of the Upper Rhine in what is today the Palatinate re-
gion of the German federal state of Rhineland-Palati-
nate, along with the adjacent parts of the French regions 
of Alsace and Lorraine, to the opposite territory on the 
east bank of the Rhine in present-day Hesse and Baden-
Württemberg . This area contained the capital cities of 
Heidelberg and Mannheim .1 

According to an exclusive privilege (‘privilegium ex-
clusivum’) issued in 1709 by the then Elector Palatine, 
Johann Wilhelm (1658-1716), there were to be only four 
pharmacies in Mannheim: these were the ‘Unicorn Phar-
macy’ (Zum Einhorn), owned by Johann Jacob Zehner, 

who died in 1728; the ‘Black Bear Pharmacy’ (Schwarzen 
Baeren), owned by Herman Rheinhard Ponstein, who 
died in 1724; the ‘Pelican Pharmacy’ (Zum Pelikan), 
owned by Johann Bernhard Mickisch, who died in1749; 
and the ‘Golden Lion Pharmacy’ (Zum Goldaenen Loew-
en) owned by Nicolaus Meder, who died in 1734 .2, 3, 4

The Elector Palatine, Johann Wilhelm, had no son, 
and on his death he was succeeded by his brother Carl 
Philipp, who was born in 1661 in Neuburg . Carl 
Philipp was then Governor of Tirol in Innsbruck, a po-
sition he held between 1707 and May 1717 . Upon in-
heriting the title, Carl Philipp and his Court briefly re-
sided in Neuburg (the city of his birth), staying there 
until November 1718, before moving to Heidelberg be-
tween 1718 and 1719, and then finally to Mannheim 
in 1720 . The choice of Mannheim was an easy one, 
since Heidelberg Castle was somewhat unappealing af-
ter being badly damaged by the French during their oc-
cupation . In addition, Heidelberg’s Protestant popula-
tion was not very welcoming to a Catholic Court . 

Once in Mannheim, the ‘Court Pharmacy’ (Die Hof-
apotheke) was established by another privilege-granting 
decree signed by the new Elector Palatine, Carl Philipp 
(1661-1742), on 15 September 1721 .5 It was thus not the 
first pharmacy to be established in Mannheim, but with 
the relocation of the Court from Heidelberg to Mann-
heim it was to become one of the most prestigious . Carl 
Philipp himself remained in Mannheim for the rest of his 
life . While the names of the pharmacists who owned the 
Court Pharmacy are well known, few details are available 
about most of them . Expanding on the work of Walter 
Donat (1882-1960) and the more recent work of Wolf-
gang Caesar (dealing respectively with the pharmacies in 
Heidelberg and the very early days of the Court Pharma-
cy in Mannheim) this article aims to shed additional light 
on the lives, families and social connections of the phar-
macists associated with the Court Pharmacy in Mannhe-
im from its origin up to the present day . 

The Court Pharmacy has operated from the same 
location ever since its foundation, apart from a brief in-
terruption between 1943 and 1950 . This article presents 
what is known about the pharmacists who owned the 
Court Pharmacy in Mannheim over this period . The full 
list of the owners between 1721 and 2017, with their 
years of ownership, is presented in Table 1 . Periods of 
ownership were frequently long, but varied between five 
(August Karl Ball) and 48 years (Martin May) .

The Court Pharmacists

1. Sebald Hochschild (1689-1730)
The first owner of the Court Pharmacy was Sebald 
Hochschild . He was born on 27 November 1689 in 
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Eichstaett, Bavaria, and died on Easter Saturday in 
1730 . He was born to an innkeeper and Council mem-
ber, Johann Michael Hochschild, and his wife Maria 
Lucia Arnold of Eichstaett in Bavaria . Starting at the 
age of ten he was a pupil of the Jesuit College in Eich-
staett, which he left in 1705 with the desire to take up 
pharmacy studies after a while . His marriage in 1718 
was registered in the church books of Worms where he 
resided:

Sebald Hochschild, court pharmacist, son of Consul 
Hochschild of Eichstaett, married January 22, 1718 
in Frankenthal [the residence of the bride’s family] 
the chaste and pure virgin Maria Magdalena Pflue-
ger [born 1700], the daughter of a merchant from 
Frankenthal, as witnessed by [his younger brother] 
Leonhard Hochschild, Licentiate of Both Laws, 
Common and Canonic .6 

The same year, in October 1718, with the Court resid-
ing in Heidelberg, Hochschild bought the ‘White Swan 
Pharmacy’ (Weissen Schwanen) that later became the 
Court Pharmacy – an honour previously held in Hei-
delberg by the pharmacy of a physician, Dr . Johann 
Dietrich Hoffstatt .7 The likely reason for the change 

Figure 1. Sebald Hochschild, Court pharmacist son of 
Consul Hochschild of Eichstaett married Maria Magda-
lena Pflueger, the daughter of a merchant from Fran-
kenthal. (Source: Magdalena Kiefel, city archivist, Worms 
and Jonas Weitz - Institut für Stadtgeschichte, Worms)

Table 1. Owners of the Court Pharmacy, Mannheim C1, 4*, from 1721 to 2017 (C1,4 is an address in Mannheim, 
see Fig. 2, p. 14.)

1 1721 - 1730 Sebald Hochschild (1689-1730)
2 1731 ~ 1765 Ferdinand Ba(a)der (died 1765)
3 1765 - 1788 Ba(a)der Widow Elisabeth (Kimmel) (born 1724)
4 1788 - 1812 Joseph Baader (1760 - 1812)
5 1812 - 1834 Baader Widow Katharina (Dachhauer) (1762 – died circa 1834)
6 1835 - 1868 Franz Joseph Wahle (1794  –  1874)
7 1868 - 1884 Robert Henking (1838 – 1898)
8 1884 - 1907 Adolph Hoffmann (1856 – 1922)
9 1907 - 1912 August Karl Ball (1867 – 1923)

10 1911 - 1919 Alexander Merk (1876 – 1918)
11 1919 → Widow Merk/Erbengemeinschaft (community of heirs)
12 1950-1957 Ulrich Merk
13 1957-2005 Martin May 
14 2005 → to date Thomas Oliver Jürgens 
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was Hochschild being both Catholic and Jesuit-trained 
(as the Elector Palatine was) . It is also likely that either 
Hochschild and/or his relatives were part of the Tirol 
Governors’ administration, and/or of the Neuburg 
court administration that followed the Elector Palatine, 
first to Heidelberg and then to Mannheim . 

Within the court hierarchy the pharmacist had a 
fairly high position, only slightly below that of the court 
physician8, 9, 10 . Soon after becoming Court pharmacist 
in Heidelberg the family celebrated the birth of their 
first child . Franz Johan Carl was baptized in November 
1719 in the Catholic Church, Heilig Geist, in Heidel-
berg . With the Court moving to Mannheim in 1720 
Hochschild sold the Heidelberg pharmacy to a Ferdi-
nand Ba(a)der (of whom we shall hear more later) . 

In Mannheim, the privilege-granting decree that 
had been signed by Carl Philipp on 15 September 1721 
was given to Hochschild . Hochschild is referred to in 
the decree as Hofapotheker (‘Court pharmacist’) and 
following the award of the decree he re-named the phar-
macy Die Hofapotheke (the ‘Court Pharmacy’) . The 
original German text of the decree has subsequently 
been reproduced in two German publications; in the 
magazine Mannheimer Geschichtsblaetter (for which the 
text was provided by pharmacist Adolph Hoffmann, 
owner of the Court Pharmacy from 1884 to 1904); and 
in a book by Adlung (who obtained it from pharmacist 
Karl Fritz Springer, administrator of the Court Phar-
macy for the period before 1928) .11, 12 

The Court Pharmacy was located in an area identi-
fied as C,1 - the same spot where it can be found today . 
The city center is laid out in a grid pattern; each quad-
rant (not necessarily a square) is designated by a letter 
and a number, hence the address C,1 . The system in its 
present form was introduced 1811 . 

Sebald Hochschild’s other siblings (brother Georg Jo-
seph and sister Maria Anna Lucia) both married in 
Worms in 1728, his brother to Anna Maria Reinechler 
of Ladenburg, and his sister to Joannes Michael Haag, 
keeper of the wine cellar at the Prince Bishops Court 
in Worms . When Sebald died on Easter Saturday 1730 
at the age of 41 he left a widow and two under-age chil-
dren, Franz Johan Carl and another child whose name 
is unknown . 

2. Ferdinand Ba(a)der (????-1765)
With Sebald’s death, ownership of the Court Pharma-
cy passed to Ferdinand Ba(a)der . We do not know when 
he was born, as the exact origin of Ba(a)der eluded the 
author, but we know he died in 1765 . However, we 
know that in Neuburg an der Donau, where the Court 
resided in 1717, one of the house owners around 1700 
was the Court glassmaker, one Johann Ferdinand Bad-
er, who died in 1728) .13 It appears possible that Ferdi-
nand the Court pharmacist was a relative . 

With the death of Hochschild the need for a ‘Pro-
visor’ (or caretaker) to fill the void arose . This opportu-
nity was taken by an old acquaintance, Ferdinand Ba(a)
der, the pharmacist who bought the ‘White Swan Phar-
macy’ (Zum Weissen Schwanen) in Heidelberg as 
Hochschild moved to Mannheim . For Ferdinand there 
was only a small step from caretaker to family member-
ship and ownership . He married Sebald’s widow Maria 
Magdalena in 1731 . Four years later, in 1735, he sold 
the Heidelberg pharmacy to Johann Caspar Thilo of 
Weinheim, as the task of running three pharmacies (he 
then owned ones in Heidelberg, Mannheim and 
Schwetzingen) was too much . The Court used to spend 
time not only in Mannheim but also at the Schwetzin-
gen Castle, and the Court pharmacist was required to 

Figure 2. The postcard stamped 1898 shows Mannheim’s grid; the schematic drawing (left) allows orientation. The 
bridge in the forefront is over the Neckar while in the back one can see the Rhine; Mannheim being located at the con-
fluence of the two rivers. (Source: author’s private collection)
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follow the Court and provide services at both locations . 
The Schwetzingen dependence was located in the cor-
ner pavilion of the Marstall, the building where the 
cavalry was garrisoned .14, 15

After the death of his wife Maria Magdalena, Fer-
dinand married again . In 1747 in Mainz he married 
Elisabeth Kimmel, who had been born in 1724, the 
daughter of shoemaker Leonhard Kimmel . She and 
Ferdinand had four children, including two boys, Le-
onhard and Joseph . 

3. Elisabeth (Kimmel) Ba(a)der (????-1724)
On Ferdinand’s death in 1765 ownership of the Court 
Pharmacy passed to his widow, Elisabeth . Again, care-
takers had to be employed . For about two years this role 
was fulfilled by Franz Werner Bachem (1737-1779) who 
originated from Linz and was familiar with the phar-
macy . He had previously worked there for over two 
years . When Bachem left the role of caretaker was tak-
en, for over a decade until his death in 1785, by August 
Manz from Baden-Baden .16 

Leonhard Ba(a)der, (1750-1773), the eldest son of 
Ferdinand, was a well-trained pharmacist and a physi-
cian, and he had been groomed to take over the Court 
Pharmacy from his father . He studied in Vienna and 

Freiburg and received hands-on training not only in his 
father’s pharmacy but also in the pharmacies of Johann 
Christoph Theophil Neumeyr (or Neumayr), a Court 
and city pharmacist in Augsburg; at the ‘Sun Pharma-
cy’ (Zum Sonne) of Karl Josef Offermann in Vienna, 
and at the ‘Bell Pharmacy’ (Zum Glocke) of Johann 
Nepomuk Keller in Freiburg .17, 18 However, due to his 
untimely death ownership had to wait for the younger 
son Joseph (1760-1812) to qualify before he could suc-
ceed . The Court and State Calendar for the year 1781 
lists Fr Baaderin, Witwe (‘Mr Baader’s widow’) as the 
owner of the Mannheim Court Pharmacy, to be suc-
ceeded by Mr Joseph Baader (which occurred with 
some delay in 1788) .19

Figure 3. Hochschild & Baader family tree, highlighting the connections among them.

Figure 4. Court and State Calendar for the year 1781.
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The Court Pharmacy during this period was already not 
only an important local institution but also a significant 
source of wealth for the owner . Stefan Maerz noted 
that: 

Medications prescribed by physicians were dis-
pensed to patients (without means) at no charge in 
the Court Pharmacy . The poor actively made use of 
this regulation . In 1779, 400 prescriptions were 
filled which were covered by the state . In the years 
1777 to 1786, monthly costs were at 4,300 Gulden 
on average .20

4. Joseph Baader (1760-1812) 
Of all the owners of the Court Pharmacy it was Joseph 
Baader who had the most distinguished career . He was 
a medical advisor to the Court as well as being the 
Court pharmacist in Mannheim . He was professor of 
natural history at the Vereinigtes Großherzogliches Ly-
ceum (high school) in Mannheim, which was newly 
established in 1807, as well as being the owner of the 
Court Pharmacy from 1788 until his death . Baader is, 
however, best known as a leading entomologist of his 
time, responsible for identifying many insects native to 
the region, and as the curator of the natural history col-
lection in Mannheim between 1808 and 1812 .

Joseph married Catharina Dachhauer (1762-1834?) 
from Hermannstadt (Siebenbuergen), a Saxon city then 
in the Eastern part of the Austrian Empire . It later be-
came part of Hungary (Nagyszeben), and is now in Ro-
mania (Sibiu) .22 His father-in-law, Johann Georg 
Dachauer, (born around 1708) was a pupil at the Jesu-
it school in Hermannstadt in 1720, and later became a 
civil servant there . He married Katharina Marstaller 
and they had six children, three of whom were girls . 
When the father died after 32 years of service the fam-
ily fell on financial hardship .23

It is unclear where Joseph Baader and Catharina 
met . Caesar assumes that Joseph – not unlike his broth-
er – received hands-on training not only in his father’s 
pharmacy but also in pharmacies in foreign lands .24 Jo-
seph’s marriage with Catharina produced a son, Bern-
hard (born in 1790), and two daughters (Magdalena 
born in 1792 and Clara born in 1793) . Of these only 
Catharina herself was destined to be a future owner of 
the Court Pharmacy in Mannheim . 

Bernhard Baader (1790-1859) studied law in Hei-
delberg and became a civil servant . He married in 
Wertheim Amalie Eulenhaupt (1806-1877), the daugh-

Figure 5. One of the rooms of the natural history collec-
tion (Naturalienkabinett) in Mannheim. Reproduced 
from Kistner 193021

Figure 6. Book by Dr. Carl Schwaner (1817-1851) ex-
plorer of Dutch East India
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ter of a local judge, Josef Eulenhaupt . Bernhard was a 
keen collector and publisher of folklore, whilst his wife 
Amalie was a book author (writing under the pseudo-
nym H . Sales), a newspaper contributor, and most im-
portantly socially engaged, being the founder and bene-
factor of the Saint Vincentius Hospital in Karlsruhe .25 

Clara Baader married in 1814 Philipp Schwaner 
(1786-1821), the son of the priest in Alsbach (Hesse) . 
Philipp studied pharmacy in Giessen and in 1813 pur-
chased the ‘Lion Pharmacy’ (Loewen Apotheke) in 
Mannheim . He passed away in 1821 when their son 
Carl was only four years old . In line with the custom of 
the time, Bernhard Baader, his uncle, became his foster 
parent and took responsiblity for his education . Dr Carl 
Schwaner (1817-1851) is remembered as an explorer of 
Batavia in the Dutch East Indies (today Jakarta in In-
donesia) where he died of disease at a young age . A 
mountain range in Borneo is named after him .26 

5. Catharina Baader (1762-1834?)
 Upon Joseph Baader’s death in 1812 his widow Catha-
rina inherited the title to the Court Pharmacy . She ad-
vertised that the pharmacy remained open for business 
in the local press . It read:

 . . . .as, after the death of my husband, the professor 
and Court pharmacist Baader, I continue to operate 
the pharmacy, and to this purpose I hired an exam-
ined administrator that should serve everyone to 
fullest satisfaction . I make this known to the respect-

ed customers, to my highly placed benefactors and 
friends, and beg for appropriate support .

We have not been able to identify the administrator 
(Provisor) mentioned . The inheritance was contested by 
her son-in-law, the pharmacist Philipp Schwaner (died 
1821), but Joseph Baader’s widow managed to keep 
ownership of the Court Pharmacy until around 1834, 
most likely the year she died .

6. Franz Wilhelm Joseph Wahle (1794-1874) 
Soon after the death of Catharina Baader the Court 
Pharmacy was acquired by Franz Wilhelm Joseph Wah-
le, usually known as Joseph . Wahle was born in 1792 
in Geseke, Westphalen, and died in 1874 in Mann-
heim, Baden . He was the son of Jacob Wahle and  Maria 
Elisabeth Lohmeyer .

The Wahle family can be traced back many genera-
tions to Hallenberg, a town close to Marburg in the 
Hochsauerland region of Westphalia . Franz’s grandfa-
ther, Johann Jacob (1722-1775) was a saddle maker, 
who moved in 1752 from Hallenberg to Stadtberge 
(now Marsberg); it was there that Jacob, Franz’s father, 
was born in 1763 . Franz’s mother, Maria Elisabeth, was 
most likely the daughter of Franz Joseph Lohmeyer and 
the widow of Caspar Niermann, a feudal vassal of the 
noble canonesses diocese of St Cyriakus .27 

Franz’s parents, Jacob and Maria Elisabeth, were 
married in October 1787 in the St . Cyriakus diocese 
church in Geseke, where they resided . Their first child, 
a daughter Clara, was born in 1789, whilst Franz Wil-
helm Joseph followed in 1792 . His godfather was Franz 
Wilhelm Mues, the local judge appointed by the ruler, 
the Archbishop of Cologne . The Mues family were a 
prominent local dynasty; Joseph Clemens Mues, the 
father of the judge, was a judge himself, having previ-
ously been the judge in Geseke .28

Joseph Wahle was a court councillor, and was the 
owner of the Court Pharmacy in Mannheim for a total 
of 33 years, from 1835 until 1868 . Very few details 
about him are known to the author, except that he was 
single, affluent and a keen art collector . In his collection 
were over 450 paintings and over 100 statues . All were 
sold at auction by his heirs on his death at the age of 
82 . The importance of his art collection can be gauged 
from the fact that a travel guide for Mannheim, Hei-
delberg and Schwetzingen published in 1843 in Hei-
delberg by a certain Franz Baader recommended a vis-
it to the collection of the Court pharmacist Wahlé 
(spelled with é), which contained very nice old German 
paintings .29 In addition, he pointed out that Wahlé also 
owned a very large and complete collection of both in-
digenous and exotic plants .

Figure 7. Upon Joseph Baader’s death in 1812 the widow 
inherited the title to the Court Pharmacy and advertised 
in the local press
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Upon his death in 1874 the authorities were noti-
fied by the then 26 year-old Ernst Seeger, who lived in 
the same household . Seeger hailed from Oehringen 
(Wuerttemberg) and his father, Philipp Ludwig (1803-
1874) must have been well acquainted with Wahle . 
Ernst Seeger (1848-1929) was not only a wealthy and 
successful merchant and furniture manufacturer but 
also an avid art collector and generous supporter of the 
German realist painter Wilhelm Leibl (1844-1900) .

position in Erfurt with the most famous pharmacist of 
his time, Johann Bartholomäus Trommsdorff (1770-
1837) .30, 31

After his apprenticeship in Erfurt Ferdinand inher-
ited the Court Pharmacy in Heidelberg, and he was fol-
lowed by his son Eduard (1807-1880) . Robert (the own-
er of the Court Pharmacy in Mannheim from 1870 to 
1884) was Eduard’s’ son with Sophie Alvina Wolf, who 
was born in 1819 and died in Freinsheim in 1907 . Rob-
ert married, first in 1866 in Heidelberg, Anna Land-
fried (1846-1867), and then, after her death in 1869, 
her younger sister Franziska Elisabeth Landfried (born 
1848) . The couple had two children; Mathilde, born in 
1871 who died very young, and Eduard, born in 1874 . 
Eduard married Bertha Emilie Thorlete in 1902 . Rob-
ert’s father-in-law, Friedrich Landfried (1813-1894) was 
a tobacco grower and cigar manufacturer who played a 
major role in establishing the tobacco industry in the 
Palatinate .32

In Mannheim Robert co-established, with Dr Carl 
Bissinger (1847-1904), the Mannheimer Chemisches 
Laboratorium, an analytical chemistry laboratory . In 
the January 1875 issue of the Pharmaceutische Zeitung 
Henking announces 

…to colleagues and drug-store owners that [his] new 
laboratory for the manufacture of pharmaceutical 
products is completed . The machinery as well as a 
vacuum device allow for the production and delivery 

Figure 8. Portrait of Counsellor of Commerce Ernst 
Seeger by Wilhelm Leibl (1844-1900), Kunsthalle, 
Bremen, in 1899 (Source: Reproduced with kind permis-
sion of © Kunsthalle Bremen - Karen Blindow – ARTO-
THEK).

7. Robert Henking (1838-1898)
Joseph Wahle disposed of the Court Pharmacy in 1868, 
six years before his death . It was acquired by Robert 
Henking, who retained it for 16 years . Henking hailed 
from a large, affluent and well-connected dynasty, re-
lated to the Delph family . Helene Dorothea Delph 
(1728-1808), a friend of Goethe’s mother (Katharina 
Elisabeth Textor), played a major role in supporting the 
Henking children, especially after the early death of 
Johann Heinrich Henking (1751-1798), Robert’s great 
grand-father, who was the owner of the Court Phar-
macy in Heidelberg . Around 1800, Johann Heinrich’s 
son Ferdinand (1784-1834) secured – with Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe‘s (1749-1832) help – a training 

Figure 9. January 1875 issue of the Pharmaceutische Zei-
tung 
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of large quantities of orders while maintaining the 
[high] standards of German pharmaceuticals . [He 
is] looking forward to your kind order and guaran-
tee cheapest prices . 

Carl, his partner, was the son of pharmacist Ludwig 
Bissinger (1809-1881), the owner of the ‘Pelican Phar-
macy’ (Zum Pelikan) in Mannheim between 1863 and 
1873, and brother-in-law of lawyer and politician Alex-
ander von Soiron (1806-1855) . He was also vice presi-
dent of the Frankfurt Parliament in 1848 .33 Despite his 
professional and business interests in Mannheim, Rob-
ert continued to reside in Heidelberg . The house he 
commissioned there shortly before his death in 1897, 
situated in Rorbacher Street 78, survived the war . His 
widow resided in the house until 1928 . The house is 
nowadays the headquarters of a corporation . 

8. Adolph Hoffmann (1856-1922) 
Robert Henking disposed of the Court Pharmacy in 
Mannheim in 1884, when it was acquired by Adolf 
Hoffmann, who retained it for 23 years until 1907 . The 
Hoffman family lineage is well-documented, starting 
with Antonius (1613-1671) from Wolfskehlen, in Hesse . 
His son was Pastor Hermann Andreas (1656-1742), 
whose own son was Auditeur Johann Christian (1684-
1726) . Next came Christian Gerhard (1713-1747), who 
in turn produced Amtsmann Hermann (1740-1800) . 
Hermann was the father of Ökonom Wilhelm (1771-
1847), the grandfather of Adolf Hoffmann . 

Wilhelm originated from Grebenstein near Hof-
geismar in the state of Hesse .34 Ökonom is an old Ger-
man term describing people leasing and working that 
land . Eventually Wilhelm accumulated some wealth, 
allowing him to purchase property in Wehlheiden and 
to become a land owner . After his first wife Marie Elise 
Herbold passed away in 1810, Wilhelm married again 
in 1812, his second wife being Louise Herbold (1791-
1852) . The couple settled in Marburg on the Lahn 
(Hesse) . 

There he successfully engaged in property specula-
tion . He managed to buy two large properties nation-
alized by the German state in the process of seculariza-
tion, and he quickly sold parts of them at a profit . He 
achieved national notoriety and constitutional history 
relevance as he successfully appealed to the Federal As-
sembly in Frankfurt against an eviction decision issued 
by the principality of Hesse after the restitution .35 The 
story of the Hoffmann Affair and its outcome is superb-
ly related in great detail by Seier .36 

Wilhelm’s children inherited a large fortune, his son 
Friedrich – most likely the first born – being in those 
days the richest man in Marburg .37 Another son, Ed-

uard (1824-1909) entered politics and was elected as a 
member of the Parliament of Hesse-Nassau . Eduard’s 
daughter married the renowned surgeon Ludwig Rehn 
(1849-1930), the first physician to recognize the con-
nection between aniline (phenylamine) exposure and 
bladder carcinomas, as well as the first surgeon to suc-
cessfully repair – by means of a suture – a laceration of 
the human heart .38, 39 

A further son was the pharmacist Dr Louis Hoff-
mann . He was born in 1828 in Marburg and died in 
1876 in Wiesbaden . He took his pharmacy examina-
tions in 1855, and became the owner of the prestigious 
‘Deer Pharmacy’ (Hirschapotheke) in Wiesbaden . He 
purchased this in 1856 from pharmacist and chemist 
Emil Erlenmeyer (1825-1909), who was world-re-
nowned as the creator of the flask bearing his name . 
Louis married Luise Bücking (1831-1902), the daughter 
of the merchant Christian Bücking, and the couple had 
a son Adolph, soon to become the future Court phar-
macist in Mannheim . 

Adolph married Amalie Hermann (born in 1866 in 
Kehl) and the couple had six children in Mannheim . 
Hoffmann owned the Court Pharmacy in Mannheim 
from 1884 until 1907, and was awarded in 1904 the ti-
tle of ‘Court Pharmacist’ (Grossherzoglicher Badischer 
Hofapotheker) . The family moved back to Wiesbaden 
in 1910, most likely after Amalie’s death . There, Adolph 
passed away in 1922 in his residence on the third floor 
at Kaiser-Friedrich-Ring 5 (the superb edifice designed 
by the architect Karl Schultze and built in 1895 sur-
vived the Second World War) . The death was reported 
to the authorities by his daughter Elisabeth (born in 
1893), who was a midwife .

9. August Karl Ball (1867-1923) 
Adolf Hoffmann disposed of the Court Pharmacy in 
1907, when it was acquired by August Karl Ball, who 
retained it for just five years, its shortest period of own-
ership . August’s father Heinrich was a civil servant in 
charge of the forestry administration . During this ten-
ure he was stationed at various locations around Ger-
many, where his children were born . At Tiefenbach/ 
Wolfstein, his wife gave birth to their son Joseph in 
1856, a daughter Joanna in 1857, and another son Bern-
hard in 1860 . At Dahn, she produced a second daugh-
ter Elisabetha in 1861, and at Eppenbrunn by Pir-
masens a third son August Karl, born in 1867 . Finally, 
in Thaleischweiler (Zweibrücken), she produced anoth-
er daughter Christina, who sadly died in 1892 . 

Both Bernhard (1860-1935) and August Karl be-
come pharmacists: while Bernhard owned the Adler 
Pharmacy in Ludwigshafen from 1914 until his death 
in 1935, August Karl owned in rapid succession a num-
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ber of pharmacies: firstly, one in Lohr between 1895 
and 1897; then one in Mellrichstadt between 1998 and 
1904; and then the ‘Swan Pharmacy’ (Schwanen 
Apotheke) in Erlangen from 1904 until 1906 . He 
bought the Court Pharmacy in Mannheim in 1907, 
selling it in 1912 to buy the ‘Fish Fountain Pharmacy’ 
(Fischbrunnen-Apotheke) in Esslingen, which he ran 
from 1912 until 1921 .40 

August married Elise Lutz, the daughter of a prom-
inent architect from the University of Wuerzburg, 
Georg Lutz, who died in 1885 . A son, Otto, also be-
came a pharmacist, and together with his wife Eugenie 
Bruer became a manufacturer of pharmaceutical and 
dietetic products, with somewhat uncertain success . 
Heinrich Ball’s children and those of his brother Karl 
Ball (1849-1929), a shoe manufacturer and leather mer-
chant from Pirmasens, were cousins . So the Court 
pharmacist in Mannheim at this time was the cousin 
of Hugo Rudolf Ball (born in 1886 in Pirmasens and 
died in 1927 in Switzerland) who was a prominent 
founder of the Dadaist movement .

Figure 10. August Karl Ball (1867-1923) Reproduced 
with kind permission of Rosie & Dr. Karl-Heinz Bartels †, 
Marien-Apotheke in der Schneewittchenstadt Lohr am 
Main and (right) Hugo Rudolf Ball (1886 – 1927) (Anon-
ymous, 1916).

Pharmacy in Mannheim from 1911 until his early death 
in 1918 . 

In the November 1912 issue of the Pharmazeutische 
Zeitschrift a brief notice reprinted from the Neue Bad-
ische Landeszeitung describes the substantial reconstruc-
tion and redesign of the Court Pharmacy undertaken 
subsequent to the change in ownership . In charge of the 
planning and execution was the architecture office of 
Friedrich Marx (1885-1975) and Georg Wagner in 
Mannheim (L2, 12) . They are not to be mistaken for 
the better known Darmstadt (Hesse) professors of ar-
chitecture and privy councillors Erwin Marx (1841-
1901) and Heinrich Wagner (1834-1897) .

 .… .The 190 year-old Court Pharmacy received a to-
tal makeover and redesign .… . .The distinguished 
owner Mr . Alexander Merk has displayed an elegant 
and distinguished taste . With support from the ar-
chitecture bureau of Marx & Wagner, he has created 
a shop that is unprecedented in Germany . From the 
early court pharmacy, he has built an exemplary 
modern pharmacy, all by respecting the strict admin-
istrative provisions . In Mannheim, other official 
buildings and institutions have become a model in 
terms of taste and fulfillment of health requirements, 
so we are pleased to see that our home city of Man-
nheim will also be taking on a leading role in mod-
ern apothecary .

10. Alexander Otto Emil Merk (1876-1918)
The next owner of the Court Pharmacy at Mannheim 
was Alexander Otto Emil Merk . His grandfather Alex-
ander Merk was a Royal Commissary, and then for 
many years until his retirement from the civil service 
in 1887 he was the appointed mayor of Dolzig, then in 
Prussia . His son Rechnungsrath Alexander Ernst Gus-
tav Merk was born in 1849 in Sprottau (Prussia), and 
married Emma Froschauer, born in 1855 . Their son was 
to become the pharmacist Alexander Otto Emil Merk . 
He passed the pharmacy examination in 1904 in Gies-
sen (Hesse), and then owned and operated the Court 

Figure 12. Entrance to the Court Pharmacy as seen on a 
photograph from the 1920s (Source: Stadtarchiv Man-
nheim [May, Martin (Hofapotheke), 1925-1927]

Alexander Merk married Margaretha Luise Link (1891-
1969); both their children, a son Ulrich Alexander Ed-
mund (born in 1914) and a daughter Renate Helene 
Cnyrim (born in 1916 and died in 2014), became phar-
macists . Ulrich re-opened the Court Pharmacy in 1950, 
as it had ceased operation due to war damage around 
autumn 1943, while Renate became the owner in 1953 
of the ‘Roland Pharmacy’ in Mannheim .
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11. Recent history of the Court Pharmacy (1919-
2017)
After Alexander’s death in 1918 the heritage commu-
nity (Erbengemeinschaft) took over the Court Phar-
macy on behalf of Merk’s widow in order to ensure its 
survival . Over the next few years it continued to oper-
ate as a pharmacy and employed a number of pharma-
cists as its administrators . The names of some of the 
people employed are known, although the list is most 
likely incomplete . They included Fritz Karl Springer 
from Oberwiesa in Saxony, who took his pharmacy ex-
amination in 1902, and was administrator until 1927 . 

Alexander Merk’s widow re-married in 1928; her 
second husband was a pharmacist, Emil Querfurt from 
Dortmund . He was the son of Heinrich and Katharine 
Querfurt nee Berndsmann, and was born in 1886 . Emil 
Querfurt took his pharmacy examination in 1912 in 
Kiel, and administered the Court Pharmacy in Man-
nheim until 1932 . 

After the break in continuity imposed by the Sec-
ond World War the Court Pharmacy was re-opened in 
1950 by Ulrich Alexander Edmund Merk, the son of 
Alexander Merk and his wife Margaretha Luise Link, 
who became its twelfth owner . Ulrich remained its 
owner for seven years until 1957, at which time he was 
the last member of the Merk family to own the phar-
macy . It was then bought by Martin May, who became 
its thirteenth owner and retained it for 48 years, until 
2005 . In that year it was acquired by the present owner, 
Thomas Oliver Jürgens, who continues to be its propri-
etor today . 

Conclusion 
The aim of this work has been to provide readers with 
a comprehensive source of information and historical 
detail concerning the owners of the Court Pharmacy 
in Mannheim over the last three centuries or so, offer-
ing not only biographical information but also shed-
ding some additional light on their families, social con-
text and interests beyond the art of the apothecary . The 
hope is that with the information provided more cog-
nizant scholars will be empowered to identify patterns 
and draw their own conclusions, going beyond the mere 
destinies of the individuals mentioned .

The Mannheim Court pharmacists – especially the 
early ones – had not only to be well-trained, but they 
also had to be well-connected and have the right ‘con-
fession’, or religious affiliation . These requirements 
overlap to a certain degree, as connections were estab-
lished mainly by sharing schooling as provided by the 
Jesuits . 

With the transition of Mannheim to the more lib-
eral Grand Duchy of Baden, financial power became 
the common denominator of the Court pharmacists . 

The owners could pursue other interests in addition to 
(or maybe instead of) their duties as pharmacists, be it 
fine arts collections (Wahle) or analytical chemistry 
(Henking) . Whether these attempts at generalization 
hold up or not, the fact is that many members of the 
families of Court pharmacists played significant and 
worthy roles in German (especially Baader and Hoff-
mann), or even European (Ball) history, and their lives 
and contributions are deserving of greater attention by 
pharmaceutical historians . 
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A special relationship: George Urdang 
(1882-1960) and his connections with the 

United Kingdom

Christiane Staiger

Abstract
In 1938 George Urdang left Germany and started a new 
life in the USA . As Director of the American Institute 
of the History of Pharmacy in Madison, Wisconsin, 
USA, he communicated with many scientists and part-
ners across the Atlantic, several of them in the UK . This 
paper describes the correspondence and material held 
in the collection of the American Institute of the His-
tory of Pharmacy, Madison, WI, the Kremers Refer-
ence Files, UW-Madison School of Pharmacy, the 
Wellcome Library, London, UK, and discusses Urda-
ng’s relationship with the UK .

Zusammenfassung
1938 verließ Georg Urdang Deutschland und begann 
ein neues Leben in den USA . Als Direktor des Ameri-
can Institute of the History of Pharmacy in Madison, 
Wisconsin, USA, kommunizierte er mit vielen Wissen-
schaftlern und Partnern jenseits des Atlantik, darunter 
auch mehreren aus dem Vereinigten Königreich . Dies-
er Aufsatz beschreibt die im American Institute of the 
History of Pharmacy , Madison, WI, den Kremers Ref-
erence Files, UW-Madison School of Pharmacy, und 
der Wellcome Library, London, UK vorhandene Kor-
respondenz und bewertet anhand des Archivmaterials 
Urdangs Verhältnis mit dem Vereinigten Königreich .

Introduction
In the history of pharmacy the name of Georg(e) Ur-
dang (Figure 1) is well known . He is remembered as 
one of the founders of the International Society for the 
History of Pharmacy and later became famous as the 
director of the American Institute of the History of 
Pharmacy (AIHP), in Madison, Wisconsin in the 
USA .1, 2 In her PhD thesis Andrea Ludwig described the 
life and work of Urdang extensively and very well . 
However, she focused mainly on the developments and 
events in Germany and the USA in Urdang’s lifetime . 
His connections with the UK have not been described 
in further detail .

Together with the AIHP, the Kremers Reference 
Files (KRF) at the UW-Madison, School of Pharmacy 
hold many letters addressed to or written by Urdang .3 
They cover mainly the 1940s and 1950s, but a small file 
with letters from 1936 is related to Urdang‘s search for 
a new professional perspective outside Germany . A part 
of the letters is related to partners in the UK . The con-

tent of this correspondence and material available in the 
KRF and at the Wellcome Library, London, give us an 
insight into Urdang’s relationship with the UK .

In search of a new life
Isidor Georg Urdang was born on 13 June 1882 in 
Tilsit, where he grew up and went to school .4 In 1898, 
he entered into his career in pharmacy . In 1919, he be-
came editor of the Pharmazeutische Zeitung in Berlin . 
In the early 1930s he obtained a PhD with the first Ger-
man substantial history of pharmacy dissertation .5 
However, being Jewish, his life turned during the Third 
Reich . In 1936, he was removed from his editorial po-
sition . 

Having no future in Germany, Urdang started to 
formulate his plans to emigrate . Thus, he addressed the 
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain (PSGB) in or-
der to find out the conditions to register in GB or oth-
er British domains, in particular South Africa . On 
29 August 1936 Urdang wrote a letter to the PSGB . In 
his response the Assistant Secretary F .W . Adams6 stat-
ed: 

It is with great regret that I learn you have had to 
give up your employment and I shall be glad to give 
you any help I can, although I fear it will not be 

Figure 1. George Urdang in 1950 (Source: http://resource.
nlm.nih.gov/101430878)
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much . […] If you wish to obtain the British quali-
fication, whether for the purpose of securing regis-
tration in a British domination or not, it will be nec-
essary for you to pass our final examination . It is 
possible that the Council would agree to exempt you 
from the intermediate examination and the training 
requirements so that so far as the Society is con-
cerned all obstacles in the way of you taking the ex-
amination would be removed, […] There is another 
possibility and that is that the South African Phar-
macy Board would accept your qualification, mak-
ing it unnecessary for you to qualify in this country 
and you may think it worth your while to write to 
the Board to enquire what their attitude is .7 

Further to this, Adams added an address list of the 
boards in Northern Ireland, New Zealand, South Af-
rica and all boards in Canada and Australia . Urdang 
turned to the South African Board in a letter dated 14 
September 1936, but the response was quite simple: 

I beg to inform you that the qualification held by 
you will not entitle you to registration .8 

So he got back in touch with the PSGB . On 10 Octo-
ber 1936 Adams explained: 

The Council considered your case at their meeting 
on Wednesday and I am pleased to say that they 
agreed to admit you to the […] Examination of the 
Society without complying with the requirements 
for training […] This means that you can enter for 
the qualifying examination at any time by paying the 
fees […], a total of sixteen guineas . No doubt you 
will need to spend some time in study over here be-
fore taking the examination, but any arrangement 
you make for this will be entirely at your own dis-
cretion .9

Urdang answered on 12 October, and in his letter from 
17 October 1936 Adams became more concrete: 

I certainly think that you ought to spend at least half 
a year studying in England before taking the exami-
nation . It would be advisable for you to attend the 
full nine months course for the examination, which 
extends from October to June .10

It was obvious to Urdang that his German licence was 
far from being accepted right away in any other coun-
try . Not only the examination, but also parts of the ed-
ucation had to be repeated . His connections to Edward 
Kremers and the perspective to work in the history of 

Pharmacy contributed to Urdang’s decision to cross the 
Atlantic towards the USA . 

Figure 2. Urdang’s notebooks of courses taken at the 
Brooklyn College of Pharmacy. Kremers Reference Files, 
UW-Madison School of Pharmacy. (Source: photograph 
by Christiane Staiger)

He arrived in New York on 30 May 1938 and did what 
was necessary to integrate quickly, like adding an ‘e’ to 
Georg(e) .11 Although being in his mid-fifties, he under-
went some undergraduate education to meet the re-
quirements for registration: 

I took the last year’s course of the pharmaceutical 
curriculum at Brooklyn College of Pharmacy, passed 
the College Examination in May 1939 and the New 
York State Board one month later and am now an 
American Graduate in Pharmacy and a Registered 
New York Pharmacist, legally entitled to work in a 
New York drugstore for about $ 20 .00 a week or to 
manage a drugstore on my own account .12

Starting at the American Institute of the History of 
Pharmacy (AIHP) 
In July 1939 Urdang arrived in Madison, Wisconsin . 
His future was still uncertain . The foundation of the 
AIHP was yet to come in January 1941 . But Urdang 
started his work in the history of pharmacy right away, 
and leveraged his name in the USA with several solid 
research publications . Together with Edward Kremers 
(1865-1941)13 he published a history of pharmacy14 as 
early as September 1940 . The book includes a chapter 
on the development of pharmacy in Britain . In 1942, a 
book on the life of the German Swedish pharmacist 
Carl Wilhelm Scheele followed .15 
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In 1944 another major opus was published, and it 
was concerned with the history of pharmacy in Eng-
land: Pharmacopoeia Londinensis of 1618. Reproduced in 
Facsimile. With a Historical Introduction by George Ur-
dang16 . Urdang had studied this pharmacopoeia in ex-
tenso17 and did not only describe and index the work, 
but analysed its background and impact carefully and 
scientifically .

Correspondence 
The letters in the KRF cover several British addressees . 
Among them is a letter from Grete and Kurt Frank-
en[…] .18 In January 1947, they thanked Gertrude and 
George Urdang very much for a parcel containing food-
stuff and clothing, and added several private notes, 
some of them related to good memories from pre-Nazi 
times in Berlin . A further single letter refers to W . K . 
Fitch, Editor of the Pharmaceutical Journal .19

Urdang regularly sent his publications to friends 
and scientists in Europe . Among them were E . Ash-
worth Underwood (1899-1980),20 Hugh Linstead 
(1901-1987),21 Walter Pagel (1898-1983),22 and Howard 
Bayles (1873?-1954) .23

Correspondence with the latter between 1947 and 
1951 is available in the KRF . Sixteen letters highlight 
the scientific discussion between Bayles and Urdang . In 
particular, Bayles sent sources, e .g . references and regu-
lations, and furthermore assisted with detailed correc-
tions to Urdang’s publications . Urdang appreciated this 
exchange of knowledge and effort for perfection: 

I mean it literally when I say that I don’t find the 
words to adequately express my gratitude and my 
admiration . There certainly is nobody in England 
(hence in the world!) who is so intimately familiar 
with the history of pharmacy and all its ramifications 
on the British Isles as you are, is accurate to an al-
most incredible degree and has, in addition to all 
this, been given by Providence the rarest gift of all: 
natural human kindness that has grown into the 
most helpful scholarly comradeship of which now I 
am the most grateful beneficiary . How fortune my 
readers will be who will profit from your help, from 
your being as you are .24 

Some of the corrections were minor, but important: 

I agree with your statement concerning the neces-
sity (and importance!) of deleting the comma be-
tween Burroughs and Wellcome . As a matter of fact, 
I agree with every correction and suggestion you 
have made .24 

Also the correspondence with Walter Pagel, London, 
was scientifically orientated . Twelve letters written be-

tween September 1946 and May 1955 are available in 
the KRF, four of them are also stored in the archive of 
the Wellcome Library . The letters reflect the academic 
discourse (Figure 3) . Although both were emigrants 
from Nazi Germany, all letters are written in English . 
Urdang remarked:

Figure 3. Letter from Walter Pagel to Urdang, 21 Febru-
ary 1949, Kremers Reference Files, UW-Madison School 
of Pharmacy. (Source: photograph by Christiane Staiger)

About twenty years ago you wrote a very kind review 
on a German book of mine, Der Apotheker als Sub-
jekt und Objekt der Literatur. Now we are exchang-
ing views from England and U .S .A . respectively . Let 
me hope that we will do so for a long time and to 
our mutual advantage .25 

The correspondence shows that Urdang inspired Pagel 
to study Paracelsus and they exchanged publications 
mutually . Besides scientific matters, the letters contain 
private issues like the daily workload or health . Urdang 
admitted in 1955: 

Unfortunately my state of health is not too good and 
I have to ‘take it easy’ . If people only would know 
how difficult it is to take it easy .26 

Pagel responded with advice:
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Yes, I agree, it is difficult ‘to take it easy’ . But it can 
be done (chiefly by avoiding lecturing and travel-
ling!) .27 

The KRF only filed three letters from Hugh Linstead 
to Urdang . They cover the period of January 1947 to 
December 1955 . The first is a thankyou for a publica-
tion Urdang has sent to him .28 The second is a hand-
written answer to Urdang’s congratulations on the 
knighthood: 

You know us all so well! And how delighted you 
would have been, as a historian, at the old ceremony 
at the Palace when the Queen [Elizabeth II] gave us 
the accolade .29

As the salutation changed from ‘my dear Dr Urdang’ 
to ‘my dear George’ it is obvious the two men had fur-
ther established their contact, most probably during 
Urdang’s journey to Europe .

In 1950, Urdang followed an invitation from the 
German umbrella organisation of pharmacists to pre-
sent the opening lecture of the ‘Apothekertag’ in Berlin . 
On his journey to Europe (20 June to 30 August) Ur-
dang travelled to further conferences and visited Ger-
many, France, and Switzerland . From there he went via 
Amsterdam to London, and then back to the USA . His 

travel expenses note that he stayed in London for ten 
days at the Hotel Athenum for $40 .30 Dr Ashworth Un-
derwood, Director of the Wellcome Historical Medical 
Museum, invited him for a talk, lunch, and a tour of 
the museum during this stay .31 Urdang reflected his 
journey in two publications .32 Furthermore, his talk at 
the International Congress on the History of Pharmacy 
was published, and he highlighted the use of Anglo-
American show glasses in a translated German article 
the same year .33

However, Urdang’s contact with the Wellcome His-
torical Medical Museum dated back to the 1930s . The 
Wellcome archive filed eight letters between Urdang 
and L .W .G . Malcolm, Conservator of the museum at 
that time .34 The correspondence relates to an article Ur-
dang had written about the museum in the 
Pharmazeutische Zeitung in 1934 .35  

Honorary membership of the Pharmaceutical Soci-
ety of Great Britain
On 28 May 1952 the Secretary of the Pharmaceutical 
Society of Great Britain sent Urdang a special letter 
(Figure 4): 

I have much pleasure in informing you that […] the 
Council of the Society at their last meeting elected 
you an honorary member . I am sending with this 
letter your Diploma of honorary membership .36

On the occasion of his 70th birthday Urdang received 
two congratulatory telegrams from London . The first 
read: ‘Congratulations and best wishes to the prophet 
who looks backwards= Fitch=’37; and the second read: 
‘Salve Georgius Urdang 1882 natus discipuli te 
salutant=Lothian et Adams=’,6, 38, 39 [Hello to George 
Urdang, born in 1882, your scholars greet you] .

After the death of George Urdang on 27 June 1960, 
in Madison, Wisconsin, his wife and the American In-
stitute of the History of Pharmacy received several let-

Figure 4. Diploma of Honorary Membership PSGB. Ur-
dang room, American Institute of the History of Pharma-
cy, Madison, WI. (Source: photograph by Christiane 
Staiger)

Figure 5. ‘Urdang room’ at the American Institute of the 
History of Pharmacy, Madison, WI. (Source: photograph 
by Christiane Staiger)
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ter of condolences, among them ones from the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Great Britain and others in the 
United Kingdom .40 

Conclusion
Urdang’s scientific, professional and private relation-
ships to the UK are reflected in letters kept in the KRF . 
In particular, he communicated regarding matters of 
scientific interest and research . He regularly sent his 
publications to institutions and friends in Europe . The 
example of George Urdang also shows how the uncer-
tainty of the personal professional future affects emi-
gration plans .

The recognition of his pharmacy skills was one of 
the key concerns for the determination of his destina-
tion . Although having good contacts within the UK, 
Urdang finally choose to immigrate into the United 
States and follow a career in the History of Pharmacy . 
His relationship with the United Kingdom was high-
lighted by the award of an honorary membership of the 
PSGB .
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